"Leading the World in Affordable, Effective Portable Foam Systems"

4579
SUPER SPANNER HYDRANT WRENCH
The Scotty 4579 Super Spanner and Gas Wrench is a durable, light weight wrench
used to tighten and loosen larger size fire hose couplers. Designed for use on swivel hose
fittings and anvil lug couplers ranging from 3" (76mm) up to 7" (178mm) hose lines and some
Stortz fittings. The 4579 Wrench can also be used to operate standard 1.5" and 1.25"
pentagon fire hydrant nuts. The tool will also open standard 70mm caps on 5 gallon foam
concentrate pails and the large and small threaded plugs on 55 gallon drums. In addition
there are two different sized slots incorporated into the wrench handle for use as a gas cock
shut off. The wrench is spark and corrosion proof and includes a quick snap belt clip.
The Scotty 4579 Super Spanner Wrench, like its smaller counterpart, the 4577
Spanner Wrench, is made from incredibly tough, glass-filled nylon and comes in either a high
visibility florescent Yellow or Black color. When purchased in quantities of 250 or more, each
wrench can be affixed with a custom made dome label showing a logo, website and/or
telephone number. The Super Spanner can be molded in virtually any color, minimum
quanities apply. An optional Bracket Mount, capable of securing two 4579s to any surface
will be available soon, part 4579MNT. The 4579 wrench is 17-3/4" (450mm) long and weighs
just 14 oz (400g).

Scotty Firefighter
Super Spanner Wrench

Comfortable Hand Grip

Custom Dome
Logo Label Available

Cross opens Vent
Plugs on Drums

Opens 5 gal
Foam Pails

Includes Swivel
Snap Clip
Two different sized
Gas Shut-Offs

Operates 1.5" and 1.25"
Hydrant Pentagons

Fits 3.5" to 7"
Anvil Lug Couplers

Fits most
Storz couplers

Twin Tabs open Large
Plugs on Drums
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